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Doskocil Manufacturing Company (aka Petmate), one of the nation’s leading manufacturers of pet
products, recently partnered with Lucidity Consulting Group to implement Oracle Transportation
Management. As Doskocil has grown, so has the price of fuel and the overall cost and complexity for
shipping freight. Freight spending had become one of the last frontiers in their business that had not
been addressed with an enterprise software solution and could experience a significant impact in cost
savings. Doskocil went live with OTM Planning, Optimization, and Execution in Feb. of 07 and with
Freight Settlement in Oct. of 07. Since being one of the first to implement OTM since its acquisition by
Oracle, Doskocil has experienced significant cost savings and efficiencies with a product that provides
real, tangible ROI in a short period of time.

Consolidation
The first and foremost concern Doskocil had with implementing OTM, or any transportation management
system for that matter, was knowing if it would be able to configure loads in order to accurately identify
and maximize equipment utilization. One of Doskocil’s primary objectives for implementing OTM was to
reduce freight costs by consolidating smaller LTL shipments into larger multi-stop truckload (TL)
shipments. Without being able to accurately palletize Doskocil’s outbound freight, OTM would not be able
to accurately identify opportunities to consolidate smaller direct shipments into larger (more cost effective)
multi-stop shipments. This aspect of our implementation was also a concern because Doskocil shipped
unorthodox shaped freight such as igloo shaped doghouses that could not have other pallets stacked on
top of them. Doskocil ships such as wide variety of case/pallet sizes with varying stackable vs. nonstackable attributes, it was obvious that this was going to be a significant hurdle to overcome. However,
OTM v5.5 was the first release to unveil new load configuration functionality to address those exact
concerns. Oracle and Lucidity worked together to develop a solution that would utilize OTM’s load
configuration functionality to its fullest and as a result was able to achieve one of Doskocil’s primary
objectives of load consolidation. OTM will now receive freight demand from Oracle Shipping and
accurately build full pallets based on item attributes such as item/case dimensions, weight, volume,
stackability, qty per layer and number of layers as well as build mixed (i.e. “rainbow”) pallets for mixed
freight on an individual pallet.
Fig. 1.1 – 3D Load Configuration Output in OTM
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As a result, loads can be accurately estimated and consolidated resulting in less LTL shipments and
higher volumes of more cost effective multi-stop truckload shipments. LTL shipments have been reduced
by 10% and those loads have been distributed across truckload (multi-stop) and rail shipments. Doskocil
is the first customer to have implemented on gone live using OTM’s load configuration functionality.

Visibility
Prior to implementing OTM, Doskocil had very little insight into what their freight expenditures were and
where their money was going. They used a 3rd party freight auditor who would receive carrier invoices,
audit and pay them. Once a week they would receive a summary report from that 3rd party firm but there
was no way for them to tie those payments back to their shipments in Oracle. In addition, the information
they did receive just provided summary information such as the total cost of the shipment. Now with
OTM, Doskocil has detailed information at the shipment level that is broken down to as granular a level as
they want. For example, they now have reporting that shows mileage, cost per mile, base cost, fuel
surcharges, and accessorial charges at the shipment level.
Fig. 2.1 – Doskocil report showing detailed shipment information

The information that makes up the total freight cost for each shipment is compared to the invoice dollars
being shipped to show freight as a percentage of sales for each shipment. This was also the primary
metric for measuring planning performance prior to implementing OTM but Doskocil could only view this
at aggregate (weekly/monthly) levels and having the ability to see this for each shipment has proven to be
extremely valuable. Prior to implementing OTM the average freight percentage hovered around 12% and
since going live the average freight percentage has dropped to 10.5% representing a 12% reduction.
This added visibility into detailed freight costs as a percentage of sales has helped Doskocil to take
several measures such as reconfiguring the packaging on certain items so that they can be stacked,
renegotiating order minimums with certain customers in order for them to receive prepaid freight, identify
and renegotiate rates to certain geographies that were now visibly high cost lanes, and proactively
addressing shipments with high freight percentages prior to execution. Another advantage to having
detailed cost information is the ability to use that data to provide accurate freight accruals which was
difficult to do before and was never accurate. Freight accruals used to largely be guess work but now
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those accruals are done with the confidence of knowing that the information OTM is providing is accurate
to the cent and mile.

Process Improvement and Resource Utilization
When considering various sources of ROI for implementing new software, reducing headcount is often
something that companies look for in order to reduce cost and derive value out of the software. The idea
being that now the same process should be much more automated and efficient and take less people to
manage. Reducing headcount was not necessarily one of Doskocil’s goals but they wanted to be able to
further maximize their current resources to be more effective then what they were prior to implementing
OTM. The old planning process prior to implementing OTM was extremely manual and was a full time job
for 2 people. For example, the routing process was completely manual and involved the planners
identifying the destination locations for each order and either knowing or looking up the cheapest carrier
for that lane. They were sometimes able to recognize opportunities for creating multi-stop truckload
shipments but it was still dependent on the user to be able to manually determine the amount of space
the pallets were taking up in the truck and create the shipments. Once routing was complete, they would
spend the rest of the day (4+ hours) creating load tender spreadsheets to send to the carrier and then
having to manually manage the acceptance or rejection of those tenders via email or phone calls. Keep
in mind that this entire process was done with only the knowledge that this carrier had a lower rate per
mile than the next carrier. No information on mileage, fuel rates, base costs, and accessorial charges
was ever available during the planning process w/o the planners manually creating these calculations
which was not feasible.
After implementing OTM, the process is now managed by one planner in one location and is completed in
much less time. On average, a bulk plan of 150 orders takes approximately 20 minutes to complete. The
configurations that Lucidity put in place are what dictate the bulk plan results and this is where the
software does its optimization which consists of automated rating and routing, least cost carrier selection,
consolidation, and scheduling among other things. The planner then reviews the results of the bulk plan
via the shipment manager and has the opportunity to manipulate shipments if need be. Another major
difference in the new process with OTM is that all tendering is done at the click of a button. Once the
shipment is ready for execution, the planner only has to select the shipment(s) that they wish to tender
and select the tender action. At that point an email is automatically sent to the carrier with a link they can
click on to take them to the OTM service provider portal which allows them to view and manage their
tenders and shipment events for tracking purposes. The other resource that was assisting with planning
is now managing the freight settlement process using OTM.

Freight Settlement
Freight Settlement was implemented in Phase 2 of Doskocil’s OTM implementation. After several months
of using OTM for planning and optimization they felt comfortable with moving forward with implementing
Freight Settlement and bringing a process in house that had been managed by a 3rd party firm for many
years at an expense of $65K per year. In order to make sure the rates that OTM had been producing
were accurate Lucidity performed an internal audit comparing rates from OTM planned shipments to what
the 3rd party auditor had paid for those same shipments. In one scenario, Lucidity noticed that one
particular carrier had been overpaid by approximately $35K over the course of one month. After further
investigation it became evident that the carrier had been tendered 21 rail shipments but had shipped
those shipments over the road and charged Doskocil over the road rates. This further illustrated the
inability for a 3rd party firm in this situation to audit freight bills based on the invoice alone. Although the
carrier had invoiced Doskocil using the correct rates and mileage for a TL shipment, the 3rd party auditor
had no visibility into the fact that those shipments should have shipped over the rail and invoiced as such
so the invoices were considered valid and paid. As a result of this finding however, the carrier recognized
their mistake and refunded Doskocil $35,000.
Doskocil has also enforced all of their carriers with EDI capabilities to send their invoices via EDI 210
transactions to further automate the freight audit and payment process. As soon as an invoice is entered
in OTM, it is picked up by a background process that runs at scheduled intervals. This process
automatically matches invoices to shipments and runs through the process to approve invoices based on
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user defined tolerances. Approximately 75% of all invoices flow through the auto-approval process sight
unseen leaving just 25% for the user to audit further and reconcile with the carrier if needed. On average,
invoices are cut back $13K a month as a result of mistakes that are caught on the carrier’s invoice.

Conclusion
As a result of implementing OTM Doskocil has experienced numerous benefits and efficiencies. First and
foremost has been a 12% reduction in freight costs primarily as a result of consolidation, using more cost
effective modes, least cost carrier selection, and routing optimization. These results were determined 6
months after the initial go-live and when considering $15 Million in annual freight spend it’s easy to see
what kind of impact 12% savings can have on ROI. Increased visibility can also not be underestimated
because having the visibility and analytics that OTM provides has lead to several process improvements
aimed at reducing freight costs as well. OTM has also helped automate many steps in the process that
were mostly manual both on the planning side as well as the freight settlement side. This has allowed
Doskocil to spend more time proactively managing freight expenditures, performing what-if scenarios, and
truly analyzing how effectively they ship freight. As their business grows and their shipping demand
increases, Doskocil has a solution in OTM that will help facilitate that growth, continuously improve their
business processes, and control costs.
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